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The Atkins Diet is taking the World by Storm...Why?Because it is simply the Fastest Way to Burn

Fat and Lose Weight.Finally, a Diet that is backed by Science and one that was used by our

Ancestors in Ancient times.Although this diet is Revolutionary, there are still so many followers

making the same MISTAKES which lead to sub-optimal results, resulting in frustration and ultimate

failure.To reach your ideal weight and reap all the benefits of this Amazing Fat Loss Diet it is not

enough just to cut back on carbs and eat high amounts of Fat.A Low Carb, High Fat eating plan is

only ONE component of the Atkins Diet.There are Certain Key Factors that play an important role in

maintaining the "Fat Burning Zone", as well as certain behaviors that you NEED to avoid in order to

reach your ideal weight using the Atkins Diet.And this book will REVEAL all...Here Is A Preview Of

What You'll Learn...Atkins: What You Need To KnowThe Most Important Phase of the

AtkinsAvoiding VegetablesEating too much dairyNot Getting in Enough ElectrolytesIndulging in too

many low-carb treatsHelpful Tips to keep you on trackLearn to Count Your Net CarbsChoose the

Right FoodsFind Others that are in the Same BoatKeep a Health JournalHow to avoid the Low Carb

FluNot all Fat is created EqualThe REAL deal when it comes to ProteinExercise on the Atkins

DietAnd Much, much more!Take Action and Purchase Today!If you've ever fallen victim to any of

these errors, it's time to learn about them and change for the better, for a smoother road to ideal

Atkins weight...
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Helpful book.I am now an overweight person,I am sometimes irritated walking on the street or going

to the mall if other people look at me,,because i saw in their eyes and i know what is in their

mind.Pretty bu very big.So, i am always trying and looking for something to help me to loose

weight.Lucky i found this book,I learned how to plan Atkins diet menu using food and recipes to

each phase of the diet.Hoping for the good result of it. I really enjoyed the book and will use all the

information as I embark on my Atkins journey for the 2nd time. Having lost 100lbs on the Atkins diet

40 years ago I can vouch for the accuracy of all information here. This would be perfect for an

Atkins beginner or someone, like me, who needs a refresher.

This book reveals the Atkins mistakes. There are a lot of shocking mistakes that leads to frustration

and ultimate failure. It offers you the knowledge and guidelines needed to get started and the

follow-up information required to make this way of living a permanent one. this book really explains

the theory behind the Atkins diet first, then describes what to eat during the different phases. would

love to recommend this to everyone.

I never had any idea what Atkins diet really is until I found this book. I learned that this is a natural

and healthy diet you can try. It guides you on how to do the said diet plan properly to see awesome

results. There are also mouthwatering and delicious food that we can have without depriving

ourselves from eating them. Lastly, this book also contains the mistakes that we need to avoid in

doing the Atkins diet

I was experiencing a hard time on my diet and some effects I hardly understand but now I know the

things to be avoided. I love the pieces of information being discussed in this book and hoping that

other readers will learn from it too. Very helpful to me. I am so obsessed of having a diet that I forgot

to do the right things. Through this book, I was able to identify what to avoid in the Atkins diet.

Such an impressive book to read! One of those books which leave you thinking 'Oh, now I get it.'



The many misconceptions and frustrations of trying to keep up with Atkins are finally making sense.

This book is truly lifestyle-oriented and not just another diet book. If you have felt like the Atkins diet

didn't bode well with you, this book will help put things into a clearer perspective. It was an

enjoyable read. Really worth recommending!

This book reveals the Atkins mistakes. There are a lot of shocking mistakes that leads to frustration

and ultimate failure. It offers you the knowledge and guidelines needed to get started and the

follow-up information required to make this way of living a permanent one. This book also provides a

comprehensive list of allowable foods.

I heard about this diet before but I really needed to learn more about this Atkins diet. A few weeks

ago I purchased this book and by reading this book I am pleased. Inside of this book the author has

described about top Atkins mistakes. By reading this book I have learned some effective and fastest

strategies to lose weight.By reading this book I have learned about the most important phase of the

Atkins. Inside of this book I have found tips about how to keep myself on track. This book guided me

whose foods I should choose. This book also guided me about how to avoid the low carb flu. I really

liked this guided book and this is my honest opinion about the quality of this book.

Not just an ordinary book, I mean an ordinary book. I mean we have read a lot of diet book but what

is more to it we need to know also that not all of it are safe or true. What I like about this book is it

teaches you the mistakes we have been doing will losing weight.
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